Saturn turn signals not working

My turn signals and hazards just stoped working not sure what it is. I was thinking fuse but then
can't find where the fuse would be. Ray answered 2 years ago. William answered about a year
ago. Replace the hazard switch. My brake light is not working properly. When I have my lights
turned on, both tail lights work. When I push in the brakes, however, the passenger side does
not get any brighter. If the lights are Drove home from work, everything was fine, when I went to
start it up, it would crank but not turn over. Replaced ignition coil and the control module as
well as the spark plug boots. Still no spark I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Turn
signal and hazards not working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn L-Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn L-Series Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Saturn
ION owners have reported 50 problems related to turn signal under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. My turn signal went out but my
parking light stays on. I saw on a site that there was a recall for this problem. I need my right
turn signal fixed! See all problems of the Saturn ION. Daytime running light turn signal dont
work for the passenger side which can cause a safety problem to other drivers. The front
drivers side exterior turn signal light stop functioning about 2 months or so after the bulb was
replaced, now it doesn't work at all. The panel inside the car had shown me that same turn
signal light had been malfunctioning for some time blinking extremely fast back to normal until
it finally needed to be replaced. I can't get my safety check done because the turn signal lamp is
inoperative. I wonder if a drl jumper kit needs to be added, can you please direct me? The
contact owns a Saturn Ion. While the vehicle was being inspected at the dealer, the mechanic
discovered that the turn signals failed. The dealer stated that the vehicle was previously
repaired according to NHTSA campaign number: 04v exterior lighting , but the failure recurred.
The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was , The drivers side and passenger
turn sinal lights are inoperable. We took it to certified mechanic who told us he has seen this
many times on the Saturn Ions. There is corrosion on the inside of the turn signal bulb socket
which does not allow a good electrical connection. A lady almost hit us head on because in the
car, it appears when you turn on your lane signal, everything is functioning well. I have replaced
the bulbs numerous times thinking it was the bulbs, but I was told by the mechanic that was not
correct. A few years ago my left turn signal went out for the first time but I just replaced it which
took a few trys before it actually worked, over the last couple of years I have had more problems
with that turn signal working. Everytime I have to replace it, it is a hassle trying to get it to work
for it to only go out again within a week or two. I am out there again today replacing this thing. I
have read about recalls on Ions, have there not been any for this problem for the ?. The right
front turn signal does not light or blink when the lever is pressed down. The rear right signal
works as do the front and rear turn signals. I feel this is a safety hazard. My right turn signal
flashes fast and will not work. I changed the bulb the same problem nobody seem to know what
to do about this , from the amount of complaints I think g m need to fix this problem. Around
said mileage, the car's front passenger turn signal went out and I was able to tell by the faster
clicking of the arrow on the dashboard. I replaced the bulb, which also serves as the drl in this
vehicle, and the problem continued. When the lights are on, the bulb functions as it should and
it appears there is no outage however when attempting to use the turn signal, the light does not
function properly. When the lights are serving as the drls, the bulb does not function at all. The
contact stated that the turn signals were defective and were inoperable. The contact took the
vehicle to the dealer for a diagnostic test which proved a defective body control module that
needed to be replaced. The contact did not have the body control module replaced. Since the
recall on the Saturn Ion, I'm wondering if there ever was a recall because of the lighting system
in the Saturn Ion? I feel like I had to have allot of services done on the lighting system. When I
turn my car on the parking lights and front turn signals starting blinking really quick like
strobing. I can turn my left turn signal on and it will blink inside hearing the normal ticking. If I
turn my right turn signal on it the arrow on the inside blinks slower and makes no ticking sound.
If I push on my brake the light work probably and the ticking sound on the right turn signal
inside starts. If I put my emergency brake on it works properly. The strobing of the front outside
parking lights stop. If I turn my parking light on and drive with them on everything works
properly. I know this has something to do with the recall. It is effecting my car so bad that my
radio display light blinks also. So it is getting feedback from this problem before I have a wreck.
I am a single mother with 2 children. Both driver and passenger side forward turn signals have
stopped working. Has happened multiple times. Rear turn signals still operational. While driving

25 mph, the turn signals failed intermittently. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that the front
turn signals failed. The vehicle was taken to the dealer to have a diagnostic performed, which
located the failure at the body control module. The dealer advised that the vehicle was not
included in NHTSA campaign number: 04v exterior lighting. The approximate failure mileage
was 99, and the current mileage was , I have a Saturn Ion 05 and have had to replace the power
steering once already and now having the same issue again. Also the turn signal on the front
drivers side only works when my hazards or head lamps are on have tested all fuses and
replaced bulb twice this is a commom complaint why isnt it being fixed?. Gm dealer
recommends replacement of the body control module and extensive and costly repair! Cannot
properly operate vehicle with expired inspection sticker required in la. For the past months, the
front turn signals and daytime running lamps have not worked. We have replaced the bulbs all
around the car with 3 different brands and on several occasions. Still nothing. I have researched
this matter online and found that there is a recall for this exact problem, but only on the model
Saturn Ions, not mine. This is a huge safety issue. I have had nothing but problems out of this
car since the day I bought it brand new from the dealership 5 almost 5 years ago. I have also
found online other Ion owners having the same issue as me. Please issue a recall to fix this, as
it is a safety hazard. Failure of gm to notify me of 3 recalls on Saturn Ion. It is possible that this
work has already been done, but I cannot tell at this time and would like this problem
investigated. Passenger side front turn signal stops working for a week, then works, then quits
again for a few days and then works again. Saturn dealer says this vehicle is not included on
the recall - it appears to be the same problem as recall campaign 04v - NHTSA action number pe
I heard about a recall from a year or so ago for Saturn, turn signal. At the time the turn signal
was working, but I took it to Saturn and inquired about it but they said it was fine. Later on I turn
signal went out on side. I replaced it but noticed that has not been working for almost a year. I
took to Saturn and one man told me that the recall expired! I paid about 60 dollars on Saturn,
and guess what they did? I drove away and went down the street and it was not working. I was
upset, because I felt like they did nothing. I took it back a few minutes later, then they said they
had to clean the area and saw some burnt wire and they put another bulb on. They assured me
again that it was fixed. I drove down the street and took it back again. The problem is not fixed,
and I want my money back. They charged my all that money to simply screw the light bulb. I told
them over and over again that it was not the light bulb. It was the wiring because they light bulb
would work one day and not the next. I have been blessed to not have been stopped by the
police for this problem. It has been this way for a year. The put down I declined maintenance s.
As well as the 60, maintenance. I only declined the 60, maintenance, but I don't know what other
maintenance they were talking about because none was offered. Saturn did non even explain to
me what they were going to do to my car. My car has defects in it and because it was not a
certain VIN number they did not fix it. What can I do?. The contact stated that the vehicle is
experiencing the same failure as noted in NHTSA campaign id number 04v exterior lighting: turn
signal. He replaced the bulbs for the turn signals, but they continue to fail. The manufacturer
stated that there was no recall available. The VIN was invalid, and the engine size, number of
cylinders, and powertrain were unknown. The current mileage was 56, and failure mileage was
48, Front directional sometimes work and sometimes don't. At times it is left side other times
right side. I have a Saturn Ion and there was recall 04v in this vehicle in regards to defective turn
signals. Approximately 3 weeks ago I contacted Saturn and was told that there was never a
recall on this item. I researched this further and called Saturn again and now was told that there
was a recall and the work has been done to the vehicle before I bought it. I have also read
articles and people were stating that they had to have the work done a few times because what
was done to the vehicle didn't fix the problem. Saturn is now telling me that they cant do
anything about the defect and that I would have to pay for the work. When it rains or snows, my
driver seat and floor gets wet. There are no water stains around the sun roof nor is there any
water damage on the drivers' door. In new england, the car is non-functional in the winter and
spring because of this problem. I have taken it to the local Saturn dealership and they have
refused to fix it. I am almost convinced it is a socket problem and not a lightbulb problem. In
that time. I have only driven 17, miles. Once is understandable. Twice is expensive and
ridiculous. The right turn signal does not work on the vehicle. The contact changed the bulb and
fuses several times, but this did not correct the failure. A recall was discovered for this
component, however, the manufacturer and dealer stated that his VIN was not included. The
recall number was unknown. The failure mileage was 34, and current mileage was 50, The
consumer received recall 04v concerning the exterior lighting: turn signal. She had the recall
repairs performed three separate times. Approximately two months after the recall work was
performed, the problem recurred. After the last repair, she believed it will happen again. The

service dealer informed her that the vehicle was no longer under warranty, and she would be
responsible for future costs for this repair. The ignition switch was replaced. The car has issues
with lighting malfunction. This seems like the same problem that led to a recall with the and
Ions. I recently was finally able to get this safety-related aspect of the vehicle remedied, for a
few hundred dollars. The consumer stated the right blinker and the exterior blinker do not
function until seconds after and in some cases not at all. The problem was intermittent, hard to
diagnose and hard to predict while driving. The shifter knob broke while the consumer was
driving. When the consumer went to pick up his vehicle he was told the recall work had been
performed, but the turn signal was still inoperative. When the consumer returned, the work was
done, but condensation was inside the unit that contained the bulb in question and the dealer
refused to remedy the problem. I purchased my Saturn Ion in April, In June, my right turn signal
stopped working, causing my running light on that side not to work either. In July, when
opening up the hood to refill windshield wiper fluid, the hood latch inside the car came off in my
hand. On Dec 22, , the brakes on my Saturn Ion failed to work cause me to go through a stop
sign, which resulted in a accident with another car. Both cars were only moving about 15 - 20
mph, but on impact the whole right passenger side side bumper broke up and was on the
ground. Leaving a big gapping hole on the right passenger side of the car. No recalls have been
placed on defective brakes, as of this date. In February, , when coming out to start car after
work, the car would not start, the key locked in the ignition, the hood and the trunk locked and
couldn't get them open to get a jump from the tow truck. I had to have the car towed back to the
Saturn dealership. Battery was replaced. The same day I picked the car up from the dealership,
went into a store when I came out the car would not start again. This time the key didn't lock in
ignition so I was able to get a jump. This has happened on about 4 different occasion, with the
dealership not able to give me any solution to the problem. The turn signals worked
intermittently. Also, thee car would not start. The vehicle started after multiple attempts of
turning the key in the ignition. The vehicle was taken to a dealer, who repaired the problem.
They were aware of an ongoing issue with the ignition. The turn signals were repaired under a
recall. Since then there was one incident where they did not work properly. The consumer felt
they did not complete the repair. There was a TSB on the issue that the dealer used to correct it.
These problems began in December , and were thought to be corrected by the dealer. Last week
after filling the gas tank up the vehicle would not start. The contact made several attempts to
start the vehicle and was unsuccessful. The contact's husband came and turned the key in the
ignition and the vehicle started. The vehicle was not returned to the dealer at that time. No
further repairs on this matter. Bulb was oem wagner ka. Bulb base was blacked, had signs of
overheating. Both left and front headlight assembly outer lenses have changed from clear to
translucent imediately above turn signal bulbs, perhaps due to overheateing. Dealer said a
problem was discovered and fixed in the later Ions. Dealer offered to diagnose and install a
'resistor and harness' kit at my expence. This is obviously a design error and should be fixed at
Saturn's expence. May be a potential fire hazard. Car Problems. Exterior Lighting problems.
Headlights problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Brake
Light problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Headlight Switch problems. Fog Lights problems.
Right turn signal blinking faster. Right rear turn signal not working, so I replaced bulb. Did not
fix problem Do you. Was the old bulb faulty, could you tell if bulb filament was broken in the
bulb? With passenger side rear turn signal on, did you try pressing on the bulb, sometimes the
bulb doesn't make good contact? Next, you would need to check voltage and ground for that
turn signal. Go from there. I'll see if I can find wiring for that, wire colors. Was this answer. Note
the diagram, yellow wire is voltage for right rear turn. If the right rear stop and tail lamp work,
the ground isn't the problem. Does the right front turn, work? At that yellow wire use a test lite
to check for voltage, right rear turn on. The bcm supplies that voltage, I'm not saying the bcm is
faulty. Have to test further. Image Click to enlarge. Just to add to this one you cant check for
power like that. Once the body control module senses a problem in the circuit like wiring bulb
etc it will shut down the circuit for that bulb for that key cycle. Thats why if you have a bad bulb
for instance if the key is on and you have that side turn signal on the new bulb wont work till the
key is cycled again. It does that to protect the bcm makes it a little more challenging to
diagnose the circuit when you have a problem. If you have the correct bulb you could have a
terminal tightness issue on the bulb socket. I have seen a lot of those. Most of the time its a
issue with the front turn signal bulbs. That's good to know, good job. Glad I could help. I
changed the bulb but still not working. On the dash the indicator blinked very fast. Hi, Turn
signals blink fast because the resistance in the front and rear circuit is not the proper amount.
This happens when the incorrect bulb is installed as well as when they are burned out. Is the
bulb you put in an LED bulb by any chance? If so, these do not have the proper amount of
resistance in them in order to cause them to not blink fast. If it was not, then we need to turn the

signals on and measure voltage or use a test light to ensure the circuit is working. It is possible
that the combination switch turn signal switch is faulty causing an issue. Thanks Was this
answer. Electrical problem Saturn Ion 4 cyl Two Wheel Drive Manual My front driverside blinker
wont work, I changed the bulb and it worked for a day and now it no longer works. I changed out
the bulb again and it still doesnt work what could it be? Hello and thanks for donating When a
single bulb fails to operate yet the bulb itself is good, it is usually do to faulty wiring or a faulty
bulb socket housing. Make sure the wiring is clean and connected without damage at that
specific bulb housing. If it is, suspect faulty bulb socket housing where bulb inserts. The left
turn signal that has burned out. I have changed the bulb but the signal still does not work. All
the other signals work. The emergency flasher makes all but the left front light flash. I checked
the interior driver side fuse panel "park" fuse for burn out but it was okay. The steering column
switch might be worn out. Or the flasher might be going out. Would the other signals work if the
flasher was going out? Does the under-the-hood fuse block have a fuse that would be involved
in a problem like this? What should I do now? So does the left side flash fast and only one bulb
flash? That is right. That is what first alerted me to the problem. So is the front one out? Also,
was the turn signal campaign ever performed on that car? It is the left front signal that s out. I
guess I did not make that clear at first. I do not know what a signal campaign is. As far as I know
a signal campaign has never been performed on the car. What was happening on those cars
was the front bulbs were getting too hot the sockets and wiring to the socket as well. So what
they did was come out with a campaign to have resistors add inline before the bulb socket free
of charge. We replaced the bulbs and the sockets if needed. Pop the head light loose and see if
there is a white resistor inline the socket bolted to the frame with a nut and bolt? Also, see if the
wires to the socket or the socket itself is blackened? We bought the car new in and have never
had a problem with bulbs going out except for the rear turn signal lights going out occasionally.
It was always just a matter of changing the bulb. To my knowledge I have never replaced a front
turn signal bulb. We never have brought in the car in response to a recall of any kind. When I
changed the bulb this time I did not notice an inline socket bolted to the frame like you describe.
But I will look to see if it is there and get back to you. My right front turn signal light does not
flash. It turns on when the lights are on, but will not flash when the indicator signal is turned on
the steering column. I pulled out the headlight casing, and noted blackening on the indicator
light base, charring on the connectors, and blackening down inside the bulb socket as well. I
think in order to fix this, I need to replace both the socket and the bulb. I ordered a replacement
socket, but cannot figure out how to get the bulb socket disconnected from the wiring. There is
a red lever on the right side that is removable. Maybe it is a lack of hand strength, but I just
cannot get them apart. Any tips on how to do this? Images Click to enlarge. Alright it is white
and not a socket but a resistor. If its not there let me know and will get you the campaign
number. I have performed a ton of those. Hello, Good find on the problem, a new unit should fix
it, take a pair of pliers and grab the red tab and pull it out of there completely, don't worry about
putting it back in you wont need it. The red piece is just a safety clip that makes it so the
connector cannot be removed. The connector will be just fine without it. Please let us know if
you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers, Ken Was this answer. Okay, I have
checked the left front turn signal light socket for blackening and see none. The replacement
bulb has not burned out. So it does not seem to be a short problem. I check for the resistor
bolted on the frame like you describe. I think I may have found it. Please see the uploaded
image. Maybe we bought the car after the campaigns were started. Please login or register to
post a reply. What Could Be The Problem? Easy step by step guide on how to repair an
automotive turn signal system that is not working, this information is presented in the order of
probability and pertains to most Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Hazards work
User Name Remember Me? Turn signals not working. Hazards work. The turn signals on my 02
L suddenly stopped working. The hazards do work. I'm assuming this is a fuse? I checked my
owner's manual and it said to replace the fuse, however I can't find the exact fuse for the turn
signals. Does anyone know what fuse this is? I looked at all three fuse boxes and couldn't
locate it. Re: Turn signals not working. Check the threads at the bottom of your post and you'll
see links to the same topic as the one you started. We can thank Charlie the administrator for
this very helpful set-up. Thanks fdryer. I just went outside and tried the directionals and now
they work. But when I first hit the lever, I heard a strange noise. I'm thinking maybe there's a
short? I'll check the other threads. The hazzard button contains the flasher for the signals. I had
the same problem and replacing the hazzard switch fixed it. Some wer4e recalled for this
problem. Mine wasn't but failed uder warranty. Directionals are still working and still
ocassionally making that strange noise. I did an inspection of all the lights and found that the
center-mount stop light is partially out. Probably just a bulb or two there. I'm sure it's unrelated
but it's weird how multiple problems tend to show up at once. Thankfully these are minor. Do

you use your powers for good, or for awesome? I had the exact same problem as you did.
Directionals stopped working one day but hazards worked fine. Then, all of the sudden,
directionals worked again. Turned out the hazard switch, which also functioned as the flasher,
was on the way out so I bought one from the dealership and replaced it. Directionals and
hazards working like a charm now. FYI, changing the hazard switch is pretty simple so don't let
the dealership charge you an arm and a leg for labor. Took me only 15 minutes to change mine.
I replaced the hazard switch today and the directionals work fine now. Thanks all for your help.
Now if I can find an auto-part store that carries the center-mount stop lamp bulb sockets, I'll be
good. All but one bulb are burned out and it appears I can't take the bulb out of the little blue
socket but have to replace the bulb and socket together. Auto-Barn by me didn't have it.
Anybody know an auto-parts store that carries this? Do I actually have to go to the dealer for a
bulb? Not sure if that's just a local place or not. Not bad. Not great either. Let's hope these last a
while. There wasn't any "clicking" sounds and when the hazards were operating there wasn't
that familiar sound either. I called the dealership and they did say there was a recall on this
vehicle, so it will get changed out free of charge since its considered a "safety recall" again
thank you. I am having the exact problem explained here, and want to replace the hazard
flasher. Would someone tell me where it's located and how to get to it in the car? Originally
Posted by SgtSaunders Jerry N "Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it,
misdiagnosing it and then misapplying the wrong remedies. Originally Posted by gordonjan.
How do you change the hazard switch? Mine is an SL-1, , and the Haz switch is on top of the
multi-switch assy. Is it serviceable? Originally Posted by rayw Originally Posted by Ecomike. I
fear that I will be correct. I'd rather be wrong. I just wanted to post my experience with this
problem to help out someone else. I have a Saturn L Turn Signals stopped working, hazards
were still working. We tested just about every fuse in the car, couldn't find an issue. It didn't fit
properly in the old slot, but the connector connected to it. Turn signals still didn't work, so we
returned the switch. I scoured the internet for more clues. Everything seemed to point to the
hazard switch. So, I checked them out online and found the one I had bought and 2 alternatives.
I popped the hood, jiggled some wires, cycled the hazard switch and the turn signals came back
on. This convinced me that it wasn't a wire or a fuse or a bulb, it was the hazard switch. I went
to Auto Zone, bought the Duralast switch and it fit into the socket properly. Once installed, the
Hazard signal glowed brightly where before it didn't glow at all and the hazard switch now
loudly clicks when the blinker is active, you can touch the switch itself and feel it beat in time
with the clicks. This further convinced me that the old part was malfunctioning. That's it. Hope I
help someone else out who has this same problem. Last edited by CreepyB4by; at PM. All times
are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Thread Tools. Hazards work Hello. Find More Posts by cwills2. Hazards work
Check the threads at the bottom of your post and you'll see links to the same topic as the one
you started. Find More Posts by fdryer. Hazards work Thanks fdryer. Hazards work The hazzard
button contains the flasher for the signals. Find More Posts by ricksLS1. Hazards work
Directionals are still working and still ocassionally making that strange noise. Hazards work
Quote: Originally Posted by cwills2 Directionals are still working and still ocassionally making
that strange noise. Find More Posts by chandler. Find More Posts by rayw Hazards work Quote:
Originally Posted by rayw I had the exact same problem as you did. Hazards work I replaced the
hazard switch today and the directionals work fine now. Hazards work Quote: Originally Posted
by cwills2 I replace
camaro o2 sensor
mazda prestige 2002
dixon ztr 3303 wiring diagram
d the hazard switch today and the directionals work fine now. Hazards work Thanks. Find More
Posts by bowtiepwr. Hazards work I am having the exact problem explained here, and want to
replace the hazard flasher. Find More Posts by SgtSaunders Hazards work Quote: Originally
Posted by SgtSaunders69 I am having the exact problem explained here, and want to replace
the hazard flasher. Find More Posts by s3nfo. Hazards work sc2, turn signal and hazards not
working. Find More Posts by gordonjan. Hazards work Quote: Originally Posted by gordonjan
sc2, turn signal and hazards not working. Find More Posts by mattachuz. Hazards work How do
you change the hazard switch? Quote: Originally Posted by rayw I had the exact same problem
as you did. Find More Posts by Ecomike. Find More Posts by pierrot. Hazards work I just wanted
to post my experience with this problem to help out someone else. Find More Posts by
CreepyB4by. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Turn signals don't work, hazards do.

